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amitabh bachchan, sanjay kapoor, mamta kulkarni, manisha koirala, arshad warsi, neena gupta, preeti gupta, ashwin mushran, neha bali, tanuja, raj babbar, sharman joshi, jimmy shergill, madhuri dixit, dalip tahil, usha kiran, ajay devgn, neeraj pandey and sanjay dutt are some of the names that pop up in the credits as supporting cast. this
movie was one of the best ever produced in hindi cinema. the screenplay is well done. the cinematography and editing are excellent and the songs are as good as expected. there is a bit of romance and comedy thrown in to spice up the film. the soundtrack album does a great job in keeping up the standard. this is a movie that will make you
want to dance. the songs are so great and the performances are good. the score is really good and the cinematography is gorgeous. the only drawback is that the movie is only 2 hours and 15 minutes long. the movie needs to be in 3d but i guess that will be the case with most movies from now on. this movie is one that will leave you smiling
and wanting more. so this has to be one of the best bollywood movies ever. it was simply a brilliant film. it had all the elements that make a great bollywood movie. the script was fabulous. the direction was very good. the music was fabulous. the cinematography and editing were fantastic. the lead actors sanjay kapoor, mamta kulkarni and

manisha koirala were simply fabulous. the supporting cast was also excellent. the choreography was really good. the songs were great. the story was great. the soundtrack was fantastic. the performances were great. the location was great. the dialogue was great. the makeup and wardrobe was fantastic. the cinematography was really good.
it had everything that you expect from a great bollywood movie.
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this has always been my favourite of the three, and why can't i get all the hindi movies that are this perfect. i mean, chhupa rustam is very different from any other hindi film ever, and i have nothing but love for it. i'll be honest, hema malini is one of my favourite actresses, and watching her with dev in a movie i feel is a dream come true. she
is very, very cute. watching dev and vijay in this movie, i just feel that they are meant to be. this is such a beautiful movie. there are actually a lot of very talented indian actors and actresses who worked on this movie, and a lot of them did the best they could with what they were given. i think i would have enjoyed this movie even more if

they had just given it to them to do as they wanted. this movie was in all the music video dvd's that came out in the 80's and early 90's. but its a very good movie by the way. having so many different directors in such a short span of time is always a good thing, but having jonny ramjanes name on it (with just about no credits) is just another
good thing. i am glad he was the one directing this. this movie is fantastic. i just love watching dev in these movies. he is a very good actor. he is always so good in his performances. this movie is a rare movie where he manages to be funny as well. it is an amazing movie that i hope someday i get to watch it in its original running time (they

only do runs of about 90 minutes). also it's very hard to find the movie anywhere, and the movie is missing from the dvd that is out. i wish they would release this on dvd, even if it was only in vcd format. it would make the movie better. 5ec8ef588b
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